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Hieron Pessers, born 1941, Geldrop -

The
Netherlands.
Pessers paints mainly persons whom he himself
describes as those who have found themselves in
lyrical or tragic situations. On a canvas, sometimes 2
metres in breadth he creates a world which appears
realistic yet at the same time creates the feeling of a
dream or nightmare.
"Painting is a spiritual affair for me, a 'cosa mentale'
in which I am striving for a balance between shape
and content. It is a search for an aesthetic tranquility
which is essential in order to contemplate the subject KWJI:,.':,,,,,r:,.
from a distance. If my work resembles, on the one hand a bridge between my
reality and reality it is at the same time reflections of a much more universal
nature, seen subjectively but in a much broader not only personal connec-

tion."

Barend Yan Herpe, born

1956, Coevorden The
Netherlands.
Barend van Herpe's work recalls myths and fairytales
and sometimes aspires to the general validity of
allegories. But as he himself regretfully notices, it is
photography and we still live in an era in which
photographs are seen as documentary evidence.
What appears in the picture has truly happened
- the
peculiar sense of reality of a literal medium. Together
with the photographer, the character, that man keeps
reappearing, builds his own inner world. Picture
after picture, he himself becomes an ornament, a sculpture, a fountain. He
wriggles through art history: Boschian phantom, baroque giant, romantic
hero. Himself? Is the model ever himself? Is the artist ever himself?
Jan Middendorp

Randy Vijsma, torn 1955 in Hollandia, New
Guinea.

Vijsma debuts here with five sets of sensual flower
photographs, fascinated by the medium of photography and inspired by the works of Edward Weston,

Imogen Cunningham, he dropped a career as a
fashion designer in Brazil to return to the Netherlands to pursue his love for photography. His talent
and technique in visualizing a simple flower through
the use of light and colour suspend his photographs
between erotic illusions and sensual reality.

